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Introduction
At a large, Midwestern land grant university, we undertook a National Science Foundation (NSF) venture to develop a nanotechnology-based educational intervention to increase a large (~2,000 students per year) number of future practicing engineers' awareness of nanotechnology. One of the primary goals of this NSF grant was to expose the next generation of engineers to nanotechnology through the creation and implementation of nanotechnology interventions in a college-wide first-year engineering (FYE) course, while adhering to the current learning objectives and time constraints of the course. This endeavor required an effective partnership between chemical engineering and engineering education faculty members such that realistic impacts could be had in the FYE classrooms. In this way, the subject experts could be appropriately teamed with the pedagogical experts in order to deliver a deep scientific endeavor for the students while also allowing for appropriate pedagogical development, implementation, and assessment. Through this partnership two sequential nanotechnology-based projects were developed: (1) a quantum-dot solar cell (QDSC) model-eliciting activity (MEA) and (2) a QDSC design project. This paper discusses the NSF grant that drove the goals of this collaboration, the FYE course that presented a framework for project development, the development process for both projects, the projects implemented in the FYE course, and some initial results of the implementation.
NSF Grant Information
One of the primary goals of our NSF Nanotechnology Undergraduate Education grant was to expose FYE students to nanotechnology. However, inserting nanotechnology content into a FYE course that has no course goals around this topic is not in the best interest of the students and instructors as it creates a distraction from intended learning. Nanotechnology content and contexts must be selected in a manner that FYE students can understand. Further, nanotechnology-based interventions must support and complement the existing course goals. As such, this goal required understanding how nanotechnology can benefit students, the specific topic to compliment the course, and how to integrate the topic into the existing course goals.
Nanotechnology
Nanotechnology is "the understanding and control of matter at dimensions between approximately 1 and 100 nanometers, where unique phenomena enable novel applications. Encompassing nanoscale science, engineering, and technology, nanotechnology involves imaging, measuring, modeling, and manipulating matter at this length scale". 1, 2 Furthermore, nanotechnology is an educational topic that can ignite the imaginations of future scientists and engineers. 3 The fields of nanoscience and nano-engineering are inspirational; additionally, they are fields with many tangible opportunities for making impacts in the commercial marketplace. For instance, many coating technologies, which are ubiquitous to the modern consumer, rely on length scales less than 100 nm. 4 Moreover, advanced electronic applications (e.g., "smart" cellular telephones, advanced television displays, and tablet devices) require features to be developed at the nanoscale. And, while these are the most commonly-referenced commercial applications, the full suite of emerging nanotechnology products ranges from biomedical designs to food production and water purification. [5] [6] [7] As such, the workforce demand and funding for the field of nanotechnology continues to increase. 8 In turn, it is critical that the early education of engineering students both stress the importance of this relatively nascent discipline and inspire students to embrace the benefits, challenges, and opportunities provided by nanoscale science and engineering. Here, we address this issue through the introduction of a renewable energybased nanotechnology education module that is focused on the development of next-generation solar cells. This specific topic was selected due to the rising interest of early-career engineers in advanced energy conversion technologies. Furthermore, the local expertise regarding this specific form of solar energy conversion allowed for a complete, yet simplified, picture of the fundamental scientific and nanotechnology principles to be communicated to the FYE students. That is, by having a technical expert that was both familiar with the utilization of quantum dot solar cells and the FYE program at Purdue, a clear overlap in student abilities and nanotechnology relevance was established.
Quantum Dot Solar Cells. To establish how nanotechnology impacted solar energy conversion in quantum dot solar cells, the students were introduced to the physical phenomena associated with semiconducting materials and, specifically, quantum dots. The following is a summary of the concepts to which the students were introduced.
Due to the electronic band structure provided by the materials and atomistic order associated with semiconductors, these electronically-active quantum dot materials are capable of converting photons to electrons in a rather direct manner. That is, the absorption of a photon with an energy greater than or equal to that of the band gap energy (E g ) of the semiconducting material allows for the promotion of a valence electron of the semiconducting material to the conduction band of the semiconductor. 9 Once in the conduction band, the electron is able to move with a relatively high degree of freedom (i.e., in a manner that is fairly decoupled from the nuclei of the crystal lattice). These charges can then be extracted from the semiconductor and used to power external devices. In this way, solar energy is converted to electrical energy in a direct manner. Because the band gap energy of the material is critical in determining if an incoming photon will promote a valence electron to the conduction band, systematic tuning of the band gap energy to match the solar spectrum is a heavily-studied field. 10 On a more macroscopic, device level, an increase in the number of photogenerated charge carriers typically (all though not always) leads to an increase in the short-circuit current density (J sc ) of a photovoltaic device. Any increase in the short-circuit current density leads to a proportional increase in the power conversion efficiency of the solar cell; therefore, adjusting the band gap energy in a well-conceived manner can lead to marked solar cell device improvements.
Quantum dot materials offer a direct means by which to provide this tuning as their absorption (and emission) spectra can be tuned by simply changing the size of the materials according to well-known principles that account for the size of the nanoparticle and the band gap energy of the bulk inorganic semiconductor. In general, this is a rather remarkable feat for inorganic materials as altering the band gap energy of these materials through chemical means is rather challenging. Therefore, significant effort has been placed in designing, synthesizing, and implementing quantum dot semiconductors in photovoltaic applications. This has led to a combination of computational design investigations by physicists, advanced synthetic procedures by chemists, and fabrication and testing of quantum dot solar cells by engineers. As such, significant progress has been made with respect to achieving relatively high power conversion efficiency values at the laboratory scale. However, the ability to scale the production of quantum dot semiconductors and the potential toxicity (e.g., adverse effects felt by the fabrication engineers and concerns regarding run-off and ground water contamination of toxic quantum dot materials in the event of a catastrophic failure of the solar panels) concerns of some of the semiconducting nanomaterials has been of concern to the community.
First-Year Engineering Course
At our large, midwestern university, all engineering students are required to complete the firstyear engineering (FYE) Program before they can matriculate into their field of study in engineering and take discipline-specific courses. One requirement of the FYE Program is that students take the first-year engineering course sequence FYE 101 and FYE 102 (course pseudonyms). Both of these courses focus on helping students develop fundamental skills for engineering, such as problem-solving, mathematical modeling, design, computer, teaming, and communication skills. FYE 101 is most commonly taken in the fall and FYE 102 in the spring. Both courses are two credit hours and require students to meet in-class for two sessions for a total of four hours each week. The majority of work completed for these courses is performed in class.
Course Structure
Because there are a large number of students in the FYE Program, FYE 101 and FYE 102 are strategically structured. There are up to 120 students in a class (or section) and students work in teams of ideally four students (resulting in up to 30 teams per a section). To provide students instructional support and timely feedback, each course has an instructional team consisting of one instructor, one graduate teaching assistant, four undergraduate teaching assistants, and an undergraduate grader. This structure is shown in Figure 1 for the FYE 102 spring 2015 offering with the numbers of students completing the course, sections, and teaching assistants. These numbers are representative of a typical spring semester.
Figure 1. Structure of First-Year Engineering Courses

FYE 102 Course Projects & Goals
In the spring 2015 instantiation of FYE 102, student teams engaged in two projects. The first project was a model-eliciting activity (MEA), and the second was a design project that challenged students to develop a simulation suite using MATLAB and its graphical-user interface (GUI) capabilities (hereto forward called the GUI design project). MEAs had been implemented in the FYE course since 2002. 11 GUI design projects of various sorts had been implemented in the course since 2010. In addition to these projects, students completed 15 individual homework assignments on relevant topics (e.g., MATLAB coding and statistical analysis), watched online lecture videos that facilitate a flipped-class teaching mode, completed daily in-class quizzes to record their attendance while capturing their current understanding of course topics, and took three required written exams. All of the assignments, lecture videos, quizzes, and exams were common across the sections.
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The course elements described above facilitate students' achievement of four course goals. The goals, as stated on the syllabus, were to:
1. Practice making evidence-based engineering decisions on diverse teams, guided by professional habits, 2. Develop problem-solving, modeling, and design skills that you will use as an engineer, 3. Learn how to use computer tools to solve fundamental engineering problems, where the emphasis will be on MATLAB, and 4. Develop your teaming and technical communication skills.
Model-Eliciting Activities. Model-eliciting activities (MEAs) contribute to students' achievement of all four course goals, though the emphasis is on 1 (evidence-based decisions), 2 (modeling), and 4 (teaming). They are thought-revealing undertakings that allow researchers and/or instructors to evaluate students' mathematical thinking -how they interpret a given mathematical situation and attempt to mathematize the given situation. 12 MEAs were designed as a means to allow students to continue to develop their conceptual understandings though problem solving, while revealing their evolving thinking through iterative problem solving. MEAs require students to analyze a given mathematical problem, mathematize it, and then communicate a model or process to address the problem; this process reveals their understanding of the attributes and limitation of the situation. 13 An important feature of MEAs is their focus on the process rather than the product. In other words, the more important artifact resulting from problem solving is the model rather than the results that the model produces. 13, 14 This emphasis on the model rather than the model results better enables a learning environment that allows for more diverse thinking than traditional mathematics problems that often focus on a single answer. 13, 14 MEAs were originally created and implemented in mathematics by Richard Lesh and colleagues. 12, 14 They were modified and implemented in engineering, 15 including this university's first-year engineering courses.
11 Diefes-Dux and Imbrie (2008) explain it is important to consider the primary course learning objectives during MEA development and to incorporate them in the modeling problems where appropriate. 11 The development of computational tool skills for solving fundamental engineering problems is an important learning objective in FYE 102; for this reason, students are prompted to use Excel and/or MATLAB to build their mathematical models for MEAs.
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The implementation of MEAs requires students to work in teams and communicate within teams, across teams, and to clients. 13 The process of model development requires students to communicate their ideas and continue to evolve their solutions to reflect their evolving ideas concerning the mathematical situation. The model refinement process involves moving from an initially chaotic model to a more developed model through an iterative process. Importantly, while these activities are to an extent open-ended, they are not the type of open-ended problem where any solution is acceptable; there are criteria built into the problem that make some solutions better than others, aligning with the self-assessment principle (see below). 12 In this course, the iterative process involves three major submissions with feedback from both peers and instructors. 16 GUI Design Projects. The design project also contributes to students' achievement of all four course goals, though the emphasis shifts to goals 2 (design), 3 (computer tools -MATLAB), and 4 (teaming). Marrying design to computer tool use is a challenge when students' programming skills are new and rudimentary. MATLAB's GUIDE (graphical user interface design environment) offered us an opportunity to more successfully pull these concepts together into project work, as students can create visually appealing interfaces to overlay their computational work using predominantly programming techniques they learned in the course. Thus, students can practice their design and teaming skills while reinforcing their newly acquired programming skills (It should be noted, that there is overhead to using GUIDE in the FYE course; readers interested in this should contact the authors).
The GUI design project is implemented through a series of milestones that follow a design process from problem scoping, idea generation and reduction, prototyping, development, demonstration, and communication. Along the way, both peers and instructors provide feedback.
QDSC Project Development
To meet the NSF goal of exposing FYE students to nanotechnology, an MEA was developed with a context around on-going nanotechnology research in chemical, materials, and electric engineering programs (i.e., quantum-dot solar cells: QDSCs). To meet the FYE course goals and the goal of having students better understand what comprises a simulation and the connection between simulations and mathematical models, a GUI design project was created that required students continue the development of their QDSC mathematical model into the design of a simulation suite.
NSF Grant and FYE Goal Alignment
Understanding the goals of the grant and nature of the projects implemented in the FYE course, the team designed a QDSC MEA and GUI design project.
This work focused on the development and implementation of an MEA that incorporates nanotechnology content. The NanoRoughness MEA is one previously developed MEA that engaged students in nanotechnology content. 17 The NanoRoughness MEA challenges students to make a mathematical model to quantify surface roughness on the nanoscale based on atomic force microscopy (AFM) data for a selection of materials that a biomedical company desires to use to coat medical implements. This MEA, in a manner akin to other MEAs, was developed using the six principles of instructional design as a guide.
To ensure that the modeling problems are realistic and designed to recognize a broad range of students' mathematics ability, six principles of instructional design were created. The six principles are: (1) the personal meaningfulness principle ("reality" principle), (2) the model construction principle, (3) the self-evaluation principle (self-assessment principle), (4) the model-externalization principle (model-documentation principle), (5) the simple prototype principle (effective prototype principle), and (6) the model generalization principle. 18 These six principles with their short descriptions are listed in Table 1 . Through development of modeling problems, these six principles emphasize the importance of having adequate complexity, ensuring the problem is open-ended -meaning the solution is a model not a single answer, and while there is not a single answer, not every solution can be a good solution. Also the modeling problem must be set in a realistic context that is believable and presents opportunity for a solution that is generalizability. The ways in which these principles were addressed in the QDSC MEA are summarized in Table 1 . Goes beyond eliciting the model to requiring students to reveal their thinking -meaning the students ideas are visible for the purpose of self-reflection and others' assessment of their learning and understanding
The FYE course standard is to have students describe and justify their model in a technical brief Simple prototype principle Ensures the context is memorable and requires a significant construct, while still being as simple as possible Optimization is a topic students will continue to learn about in their engineering disciplines. So this problem solving experience provides a reference point for future learning with this topic. Optimization of just two variables provides a reasonably complex problem for FYE students. Model generalization principle Students' models should work with other data sets and have the potential for modification for similar scenarios
The FYE course standard is to provide students with multiple data sets to test their model and the requirement to consider what other data sets could look like.
In the QDSC MEA, the student teams are tasked with optimizing a mixture of quantum dot materials for cost and toxicity using the actual science of quantum dot solar cells. Given five materials, and their relevant properties, student teams must develop a method to mix the materials such that the mixture contains at least two percent by composition each of the five materials. The material properties of importance are: (1) bulk band gap energy value; (2) quantum dot radius; (3) cost per unit mass; and (4) toxicity per unit mass.
In this effort, one key underlying assumption is made in the project to keep the complexity of the problem manageable for the FYE students. This assumption is that the average band gap energy value of the quantum dot mixture is the summation of the band gap energy values of the individual components weighted by their relative abundance in the mixture (by mass). In reality, the combination of materials would likely result in some sort of alloyed material structure (i.e., a material that would have different chemistry and crystal structure arrangements relative to any of the pure components) that would have a band gap energy that would not necessarily be related to the band gap energy values of the pure materials. As such, we stress that the assumption made to simplify this MEA does not fully address the complex chemistry and materials science of actual quantum dot combinations. While this assumption is non-physical in nature, it provides a clear means by which to allow the student teams to optimize the quantum dot mixture. Furthermore, it does not remove the key nanotechnology design idea that relates the band gap energy of a quantum dot material to the radius of the semiconducting particle. By making this assumption, the student teams are able to optimize the performance of the quantum dot solar cells as a function of overall efficiency, meaning the cost versus efficiency tradeoff and the tradeoff between efficiency/cost and the potential human and environmental impact of the materials used in the production of the quantum dot solar cell. In this way, the MEA allows students to connect nanotechnology concepts with economic and environmental health and safety concerns in a direct and tangible manner.
Previous nanotechnology-based GUI design projects implemented in the FYE course emphasized building simulations, because this is one of the big ideas of nanotechnology. 19 Previous research investigating students' solutions to these projects found that many students did not understand that simulations are based on models. [20] [21] [22] [23] To ensure this misconception was addressed, we decided to extend the development of students' QDSC models into a GUI design project. The GUI design project requires students to build a simulations suite that tackles a team-identified potential client's need related to solar energy. One of the simulations in their GUI had to be based on the model the students developed for the QDSC MEA.
Trial Implementation (Fall 2014) and Revisions
The QDSC MEA was first implemented in the off-semester FYE course in Fall 2014 (i.e., for 2 sections). During this lower enrollment semester, a complementary design project to the QDSC MEA was also implemented. The MEA and GUI design project went through revisions before its implementation in the larger on-semester FYE course in Spring 2015 (i.e., 11 sections of 76 to 116 students per section).
QDSC Project Implementation -Spring 2015
All 15 sections completed the QDSC MEA. Upon completion of the MEA, 11 of the sections required students to further develop their mathematical model in the QDSC design project. The students in these 11 sections that completed both nanotechnology-based projects are the participants of this study. The other four sections completed a different GUI design project. These four sections are not relevant to this study.
QDSC MEA
The QDSC MEA requires student teams to develop three processes for creating material mixtures of five unique quantum dots for a solar panel based on the following scenarios: (1) minimizing cost only, (2) minimizing toxicity only, and (3) minimizing both cost and toxicity. The resulting mixtures were to be tested for two different band gap energies (1.33 eV and 1.65 eV) though the model was to allow a user to change the desired band gap energy. The teams used provided equations and materials' properties data to develop their mathematical models. This context, these requirements, and the provided information were designed to align with the personal meaningfulness, model construction, self-evaluation, and simple prototype principles.
This project information is provided to teams in the form of memorandums (memos) from a fictitious company (i.e., Power-by-Nano Technologies), written by the Vice President of Research of the company (i.e., Teresa Wall). The memos are shown in Appendix 2, Appendix 3, Appendix 4, and Appendix 5. To point students to an online nanotechnology community, some of the content that is provided to the students is presented in a group page developed for this project on nanoHUB.org (nanoHUB.org/groups/qdsc_fyeproject). The details of the MEA implementation sequence are shown in Table 2 .
The iterative solution process and feedback are crucial to the nature of the MEA. The complete MEA implementation sequence is shown in Table 2 . The table lists all of the major submissions for the MEA. The name of the task, the main purpose for the submission, how the task was completed (i.e., completed individually or completed in teams), the corresponding documentation in the appendix, the week due, and who gave feedback on the submission. For example the first row (after the title row) discusses the details of the first homework assignment students received -quantum dot solar cell computations. This assignment was completed individually, submitted by the second class of the first week (1B). Students received feedback on this assignment from their TA.
To align with the model-externalization principle, all of the MEA submissions (i.e. MEA Draft 1, MEA Draft 2, and MEA Final Response) were submitted in the form of a technical brief. Some of the teams' solutions also included additional data or their calculations in attached document(s), but all aspects of their solution were required in the written document. To align with the model generalization principle, students received additional material property data in MEA Draft 2. To prepare TAs to give feedback to teams on their MEA solutions, TAs participated in an activity-based online training and a 3-hr face-to-face formalized training that was created and executed by an MEA expert. 16 The students also received online training to prepare them to give feedback to their peers. 16 
QDSC GUI Design Project
The QDSC GUI design project required student teams to continue their QDSC MEAs by building them into a simulation tool using GUIs generated through MATLAB. This project required teams to build a simulation out of their QDSC MEA mathematical model along with two or three additional simulations. The teams were required to develop at least one simulation per team member. The simulations were required to be packaged together along a common theme about solar energy to an audience of their choice (e.g., residential consumer looking to install a solar panel, a cost analysis calculator for consumers wanting to install a solar panel, and a manufacturing company mass producing solar panels). The teams were given potential ideas and additional data in class and on a nanoHUB group page created for their design project (nanoHUB.org/groups/qdsc_fyedesignproject).
Teams' projects were assessed using the following five criteria: (1) targets a well-defined direct user and presents clear goals around planning PV solar panel fabrication (2) contains at least one mathematical model per student team member on which a simulation is based (3) each mathematical model should be made into a simulation that enables the direct user to explore and visualize the relationship(s) between inputs and outputs of the mathematical model (4) is highly interactive, and (5) is easy to use and operate. The TAs/instructors also gave additional scores and feedback based on the GUI layouts and coding required for the project milestones.
Teams' projects were developed through nine milestone submissions; they received feedback on each submission. This process is summarized in Table 3 . A similar process has been used in FYE 102 for previous design projects, including a nanotechnology-based design project that also involved collaboration with nanoHUB.org. [20] [21] [22] [23] The implementation sequence of this design project follows a typical design process starting with problem scoping and concept generation leading to concept reduction and prototyping and ending with completed projects. Unlike the MEA assessment, there was no formalized training to prepare TAs to give feedback to students on their design project. Each instructor was responsible for organizing how feedback was given and overseeing their TAs that gave feedback. This was the current practice for previous design projects implemented in the course. The nanoHUB representatives did participate in a 1-hr training to learn about the nature of the students' projects based on prototypical student solutions and how to use the rubric. Explanations and examples of how to apply the rubric to prototypical student solutions were covered.
Course Instructors
In Spring 2015, both of these projects were implemented in 11 sections of the FYE course that were taught by eight different instructors ( Table 4) . The lecture materials, projects, and evaluation criteria were all developed by the instructional team and supplied to the instructors. The instructional materials were consistent. The variation of instruction given in the classroom was not documented through observations. The eight instructors for the course had varying backgrounds and experiences. Two of the instructors were graduate student instructors; four of the instructors were tenured professors within the same department (two associate and two full); and two of the instructors were full-time lecturers for the department. The educational backgrounds for the instructors were an assortment of engineering disciplines (e.g., engineering education, mechanical engineering, civil engineering). The amount of experience with nanotechnology both within and outside of the course varied amongst the instructors. One of the eight instructors was part of the team that developed the two projects. Five of the eight instructors had previously implemented a nanotechnology-based MEA (i.e. NanoRoughness MEA 17 ) in their FYE course (listed in Table 4 ). Two of the instructors (including the one that helped develop the QDSC projects) had been involved in previous implementations of nanotechnology-based design projects in the FYE course (listed in Table 4 ).
After implementation and reflection, we realized some of the nanotechnology-specific content could have been difficult for some of the instructors to grasp. All of the instructors for the courses had access to the same nanotechnology materials to which the students had access, but there was no additional training for the instructors related to the new nanotechnology concepts incorporated into the specific projects. That is, there was a lack of appreciation with respect to the diversity of talents and training across the FYE instructor pool. The projects created for this FYE course were grounded in research, but there was no rigorous process to prepare the instructors to implement the projects in their sections, though the projects were introduced during the pre-semester retreat and discussed periodically in the instructors' weekly meeting. This study explores the impact that these eight instructors had on the implementation of these nanoengineering projects. 
Student Participation
In Spring 2015, 1,165 students from the 11 sections participated in the implementation of the QDSC MEA and GUI design project into their courses. The teams' project solutions to both the QDSC MEA and GUI design project were captured via their submissions. The teams' final submissions for both the MEA and GUI design project were analyzed to determine the extent to which the teams from various sections fulfilled the requirements of the given projects.
Teams with poor class participation were removed to ensure that the lack of student participation was not the primary reason for a team missing components of the assigned projects. Of the 303 teams, there were 70 teams that had at least one student with low participation (i.e., the student had 6 or more class absences and/or earned less than 50 out of a possible 150 points on individual assignments). These 70 teams were eliminated from the analysis (Table 5) . Three additional teams were eliminated from the analysis because they did not submit all of the required project submissions. The remaining 230 teams were included in this study (Table 5) . Marbouti, Diefes-Dux, and Strobel (2014) found FYE students in 7:30 am sections had lower grades than other sections. 24 Sections 1, 6, and 8 were 7:30 am classes; this may be connected to sections 1 and 6 having the highest percentages of teams removed for low participation -46 percent and 44 percent, respectively. 
Lessons Learned
So far, this paper has communicated the process of aligning the NSF grant goal and course goals to enable development of new nanotechnology projects to expose students' to this important field and engage students in simulation building. The development and implementation process presented challenges that are further addressed in this section. This study also investigated the differences across various instructors' sections after the implementation of the QDSC MEA and GUI design project to determine how the instructor impacted students' participation and performance in the projects related to the aligned goals.
Data Analysis on Teams' Solutions
The students' projects were analyzed using typological analysis. 25 The teams' Final Response to the QDSC MEA and any components of the QDSC mathematical model within the students' Milestone 9 submission were analyzed using the scoring rubric for the Mathematical Model dimension of the I-MAP. 26 The teams' Milestone 9 submissions were also analyzed using a framework developed by Rodgers, Diefes-Dux, Kong, and Madhavan (2015) that describes the types of GUIs that students' progress through when developing a simulation tool. 20 The resulting codes were analyzed quantitatively to understand what was happening across the 11 sections and eight instructors' classes by identifying patterns, determining differences, and finding consistencies.
Findings -Goal 1: FYE Student Nanotechnology Exposure
Out of the remaining 230 teams' projects that were analyzed in this study, 122 teams (53.0%) maintained the QDSC context in their GUI design project (as required) and the other teams dropped this context. The percentage of teams that continued the QDSC context in their design projects varied across instructors' sections -from 0% in Instructor H's section to an average of 90% across Instructor F's three sections. Instructors B and F had the highest percentage of student teams that maintained the QDSC context in their design projects; these are also the only two instructors that had previous experience with implementing nanotechnology-based design projects in the FYE course. Table 6 shows the number of teams that incorporated some aspect of the QDSC context from their MEA for each section. The number of teams that did not incorporate the required QDSC mathematical model into their GUI design project varied across sections from zero percent in one section to 100 percent in another section. It was informally observed in the classrooms of various sections that instructors allowed students to build all of their simulations based on mathematical models that the student teams selected instead of holding to the requirement that at least one simulation had to incorporate some component of the QDSC mathematical model that they created in the MEA. Instructors A, C, G, and H had a less than the average percent of teams with QDSC models incorporated into in their GUI design projects. The 122 teams incorporated at least some aspect of the QDSC MEA into their project, even if it was only simple; the complexity of the models and simulations developed by these teams is further described briefly below and in greater detail by Rodgers (2016 
Findings -Goal 2: FYE Understanding of Simulations
The student teams that incorporated the QDSC mathematical model based their simulation on a model they were familiar with; other research findings show that this resulted in a higher percent of complete simulations (i.e. had user interactivity, mathematical models, and visualization) versus incomplete simulations (i.e. black-box models that were missing visualization mathematical models). 26 Overall, this conjoined MEA and GUI design project resulted in an improvement in the number of complete simulations incorporated in the projects compared to a previously implemented nanotechnology-based GUI design projects that emphasized simulationbuilding. Rodgers, Diefes-Dux, Kong, and Madhavan (2015) found that around one third of firstyear engineering teams developed at least one complete simulation for a previously implemented design project that did not begin with model development. 20 The implemented project described in this paper resulted in a much higher number of students submitting complete simulations with user inputs, visualized outputs, and an underlying model. All of the simulations based on the QDSC model resulted in 75.4% complete simulations. 26 Rodgers, Diefes-Dux, Kong, and Madhavan (2015) also found that all teams had at least one GUI that was not based on a model in the previously implemented project, 20 but all of the teams' simulations based on the QDSC model had an underlying model.
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Concluding Thoughts
The first step to the success of these implemented projects was understanding the alignment of the grant goals, the current science being researched, and the nature of the FYE course. Two major goals of these projects were to engage students in a nanotechnology context and enable students to understand that simulations are based on mathematical models.
The first goal was based on the grant. Following the six principles of instructional design for MEAs 18 made developing the QDSC MEA feasible, though simplifying some complexities of the actual scientific phenomena regarding quantum dot design and solar cell fabrication was necessary to make the potentially-complicated content accessible to FYE students.
The second goal was based on previous research that showed students struggled to understand that simulations are based on mathematical models and incorporate visualization. 20 Further, understanding the successes and limitations of previously implemented projects was crucial for creating a design project that could enhance students' understanding of simulations and their connection to mathematical models.
After the students' completed the QDSC projects, it became apparent that fidelity of implementation of the GUI design project was a considerable issue. We are reminded that instructors and teaching assistants need opportunities to buy-in to and come to appreciate the purposes of a curricular innovation; otherwise not all students will be guaranteed the same opportunities to gain the knowledge and experiences that are intended by the innovation. 27 Here we saw that fragmented communication about the design and intention of the projects resulted in the design project requirements being altered in a number of instructors' sections. This led many students to drop their original QDSC mathematical model and focus instead on macroscale solar technologies. These students no longer benefited from the opportunity to engage with the nanotechnology context. These students also did not benefit from starting their simulation development with their own created model. Further, the lack of formal training for the instructors and TAs on giving feedback on the GUI design may have led some teams to not incorporate their QDSC model in their simulation suite and not produce complete simulations. Effectively training instructors and TAs on how to assess students' work has been proven successful in improving the quality of students' work, especially for complex projects. 16 For these projects to be more successful, training needs to emphasize the continuation of development of the QDSC mathematical model into the GUI design project and the development of simulations that overlay mathematical models and provide user input capabilities and visualization of results.
Instructors made a significant impact on students' experiences with these projects, especially student participation in various project requirements. As we learned, care must be taken when implementing this type of activity on the scale of our large FYE course, as the fidelity of implementation across multiple sections by instructors with varying backgrounds and experiences proved inconsistent.
APPENDIX Appendix 1. Quantum Dot Solar Cell Exploration Homework Assignment
In this problem, you will read about Quantum Dot Solar Cells and then solve some related problems. This will prepare you for the upcoming Model-Eliciting Activity (MEA).
Step 1
Read the description of Quantum Dot Solar Cells below.
Step 2 Perform the following in MATLAB. You will need to pay close attention to units, particularly equivalent units for the joule. c. Predict the band gap energy of bulk silicon (in units of eV) if the observed band gap energy of silicon quantum dots (ε = 11.68) with a 2.5 nm diameter is found to be 1.5 eV. Compare this predicted value to the known band gap for silicon (Hint: Locate and cite a source for a known band gap value for silicon). If there is a discrepancy, discuss one potential cause.
Design and Operation of Quantum Dot Photovoltaic (QD-PV) Devices
Photovoltaic devices (i.e., solar cells) offer the security of an environmentally-friendly energy source that is implantable across the globe, including locales that do not have widespread electrical grid infrastructures. The semiconducting material in photovoltaic devices absorbs energy in the form of light (i.e., photons) and converts this energy to electricity (i.e., in the form of electrons). The energy of a photon (E, in J) can be characterized by the following equation.
(Equation 1)
Here, h is Planck's constant (6.626×10 -34 J·s), ν is the frequency of the photon (in Hz), c is the speed of light (3.0×10 8 m s -1 , assuming that space is close to vacuum), and λ is the wavelength of the photon (in m). E is often presented in eV units, where 1 eV is equal to 1.602×10 -19 J.
If this light-to-electricity conversion process is to be successful, the energy of the incoming photons must be large enough to promote the electrons from a trapped state (i.e., tightly bound to the protons in the nucleus of the associated atom) to one where they can move in a free manner (i.e., like electrons in a metal). Electrons in the bound state are said to be in the valence band (with energy E v ) of the material, and free electrons are said to be in the conduction band (with energy E c ) of the material. The difference in energy between these two states is the band gap energy (E g ). Therefore, the energy of the incoming photon must be larger than the band λ ν c h h E = = gap energy, if an electron is to be promoted to the conduction band. Only electrons in the conduction band can leave the solar cell and contribute to the electrical current; however, if the energy of the photon is much bigger than the band gap energy then a large amount of energy is wasted as the electron will quickly relax to the energy of the conduction band (Figure 1 ).
Figure 1. (a)
Schematic showing the valence band containing bound electrons, the conduction band, and the band gap energy -the difference in energy between these two bands. (b) If the energy of the incoming photon is less than the band gap energy, the electron will not be promoted, and the electron will not be able to contribute an electric current. (c) If the energy of the photon matches the band gap energy, the electron can be promoted and contribute to the current. (d) The electron will be promoted if the energy of the photon is greater than the band gap energy; however, the electron will quickly lose any extra energy and relax to the conduction band energy level. The extra energy will be lost and will not contribute to the solar cell efficiency.
As such, it is important to design materials with band gap energies that are tuned to the light incoming to the solar cell. In this way, the engineer can make sure that the energy of the photons are large enough to promote the bound electrons to the conduction band without wasting energy that is greater than the band gap energy. Previously, the only ability engineers had to alter the band gap of solar cell semiconductors was by changing the chemical composition of the materials (e.g., moving from a silicon (Si) semiconductor to a gallium arsenide (GaAs) semiconductor). Thanks to the arrival of nanotechnology, engineers now have the ability to fine-tune the band gap energy of a single material by making spherical nanoparticles of different diameters (ranging from 1 to 10 nm). Because of effects associated with quantum chemistry, these nanoparticle-based materials are called quantum dots, and photovoltaic devices made from these materials are called quantum dot solar cells (QD-SCs). As shown in Figure 2 , the wavelength of light (and the energy of light, according to Equation 1) absorbed and emitted by quantum dots can be tuned across the electromagnetic spectrum. All of the differently-colored solutions shown in Figure 2 are composed of the same semiconducting material, but with nanoparticle diameters that range from 2.3 nm to 5.5 nm. In fact, the band gap energy of the semiconducting quantum dot nanoparticles [E g (quantum dot), in eV] can be predicted from the following relationship.
(Equation 2)
Here, E g (bulk) is the band gap energy of the semiconducting material in the bulk (i.e., without nanoconfinement effects) (in eV), r is the radii of the nanoparticles (in m), m e is the mass of an electron (9.11×10 -31 kg), e is the charge on an electron (1.602×10 -19 C), ε is the material's dielectric constant (dimensionless), and ε 0 is the permittivity of free space (8.854×10
-12 F m -1 , where F is the unit farad = coulomb/volt). Note that as the radii of the quantum dot nanoparticles gets increasingly large (i.e., r → ∞) that the band gap energy of the quantum dots goes to the band gap energy of the bulk material, as expected. The development of new materials is at the heart of our technological edge in the QD-PV device market. Recently, Power-by-Nano Technologies' nanoparticle chemists have generated novel materials that have been predicted to produce devices with never-before-seen device efficiencies, according to computational models from our simulation engineers. In fact, we have automated the process such that it occurs in a manner similar to that shown in the following link from the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l22En9JOj3A#
As such, we would like to begin characterizing the optical properties of these materials and fine-tuning the band gaps such that our solar cells have efficiencies that continue to surpass our competitors. We anticipate that successful development and implementation of these quantum dots would allow for the expansion of our product lines into new markets.
Request 1:
Currently our QD-PV Fabrication Team has begun to fabricate solar cells made from one of the nanoparticle types generated by our QD Synthesis Team. In order to move forward with device optimization, we need input from your team as to the performance we have achieved to this point. In particular, we need to establish the largest nanoparticle radius that can be used from this new material (with ε = 2.5) without the E g,quantum dot reaching 95% of the band gap energy of the material in the bulk (E g,bulk ) = 1.5 eV. In this way, we will be able to provide feedback to the QD Synthesis Team such that we can iterate to a functional design product by the end of the fiscal quarter.
Request 2: Additionally, our QD Synthesis Team is awaiting your input regarding two systems with known dielectric constants (ε 1 = 10, ε 2 = 15) and bulk band gap energy values [(E g,bulk ) 1 = 1.8 eV, (E g,bulk ) 2 = 1.2 eV]. Specifically, the QD Synthesis Team needs to know the potential range of band gap energies that these two different materials are capable of achieving. The lead at the QD Synthesis Team has informed me that the minimum nanoparticle radius that they are capable of synthesizing is 0.5 nm. Please provide a plot of the band gap energy of the two nanoparticle systems as a function of nanoparticle radius between 0.5 nm ≤ r ≤ 5 nm. State at which radius your team believes that the nanoparticle band gap approaches that of the bulk material band gap for each of the two materials. Additionally, the QD-PV Fabrication Team would like for your team to select one of these materials to be used for applications where a large amount of red light is present. With your design specifications for the material and the nanoparticle size include your rationales.
In a brief memo to my attention, please include your team's recommendation for each one of these two requests. Attach your work on the requests in a separate document. Thank you for your team's efforts in this endeavor. The expansion of our product line for these high-value solar cell applications is an important venture for Powerby-Nano Technologies. I appreciate your prompt attention to this assignment.
Model-Eliciting Activity (MEA) -Quantum Dot Solar Cells
Company Profile -Power-by-Nano Technologies Power-by-Nano Technologies is an emerging quantum dot solar cell company founded in 2001 to develop next-generation quantum dot -photovoltaic (QD-PV) devices from nanomaterials. The solar cells of the Power-by-Nano Technologies team will be easily integrated as the power generation component for a wide variety of applications. Because they can be dissolved in solution (see Figure 2 from HW03, also shown below), the nanomaterials developed by our company can be coated over a sheet of plastic using printing and coating machines using roll-to-roll manufacturing, in a manner similar to how newspaper is printed on large rolls of paper. Initial cost estimates suggest that by using our nanomaterials and printing technologies, that scale-up of our production line could lead to a 10-fold cost reduction of our solar modules, relative to the state-of-the-art. In one of our most recent developments, new quantum dots have been synthesized by our team, and the initial device performance results appear promising. Because we must design new materials, generate large amounts of these materials, print them onto flexible substrates, and engineer functional electronic devices from them, Power-by-Nano Technologies hires a wide swath of technical expertise. In particular, our product development teams include materials engineers, electrical engineers, chemical engineers, and mechanical engineers. These groups interface with chemists and computational modelers to develop novel quantum dot solar cell nanomaterials in as rapid of a manner as possible. By connecting the molecular scale with the nanoscale and macroscopic devices, Power-by-Nano Technologies is able to deliver on our mission of providing new energy solutions to people and communities from all across the globe. This affords us the ability to be at the cutting edge of engineering development for the PV industry. Optimizing a Mixture of Quantum Dots for a PV Customer
The development of new materials is at the heart of our technological edge in the QD-PV device market. Recently, Power-by-Nano Technologies' nanoparticle chemists have generated novel materials that have been predicted to produce devices with never-before-seen device efficiencies, according to computational models from our simulation engineers. In fact, we have automated the process such that it occurs in a manner similar to that shown in the following Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) video available through nanoHUB.org: https://nanohub.org/groups/qdsc_fyeproject We would like to expand our capabilities and market base with the help of your team. In particular, representatives from a potential customer have asked that we develop a strategy for providing low-cost, limited-toxicity solar cell materials from QD materials with varying optical properties. They have agreed that we will be able to mix the QD materials to achieve optimal absorption, and our computational chemists, who are part of the QD Synthesis Team, have determined that combining mixtures of quantum dots yields averaged band gap energies. That is, an estimation for the effective band gap (E g,quantum dot ) eff of a mixture of QD materials is a weighted average of the individual QD materials as follows.
Here, x i is the mass fraction of a specific QD material and (E g,quantum dot ) i is the band gap of that particular QD material. In addition to matching the required band gap specified by the customer, the customer also has asked that both the cost and toxicity of the resultant QD mixture be minimized. Because we anticipate this being a common request from future customers, we are requesting that you develop an algorithm to quickly screen materials to optimize the band gap energy of the mixture while taking into account the potential cost and toxicity constraints associated with next-generation nanoparticles. The QD-PV Fabrication Team will subsequently use your algorithm when working with our customers. To accomplish this goal, we ask that you create optimization algorithms for the following scenarios. Scenario 1: Minimum cost with no concern for toxicity Scenario 2: Minimum toxicity with no concern for cost Scenario 3: Minimum cost and toxicity Apply your algorithms to the QD materials listed in Table 1 using the demonstration specifications below. Assume that you are mixing 100 g of total QD material; the minimum contribution of each material must be 2% by mass. Demonstration A: Mix all materials 1 to 5 to achieve an (E g,quantum dot ) eff of 1.33 eV Demonstration B: Mix all materials 1 to 5 to achieve an (E g.quantum dot ) eff of 1.65 eV In a maximum 2-page technical brief, write a detailed description of your team's algorithms and the final results of the demonstrations. For the demonstrations, report the make-up, cost, and toxicity of the optimized mixtures for each combination of demonstration (A & B) and scenario (1) (2) (3) . If an iterative method is employed, report the number of iterations required to optimize the nanoparticle mixture in each case. Please be sure to include your team's rationale for each key step in your team's optimization algorithms. Thank you for your team's efforts in this endeavor, and I appreciate your prompt attention to this assignment. Continue your development of algorithms for the following scenarios: Scenario 1: Minimum cost with no concern for toxicity Scenario 2: Minimum toxicity with no concern for cost Scenario 3: Minimum cost and toxicity Again, all ten different QD materials must be mixed to achieve a desired (E g,quantum dot ) eff , but no material can be present in the mix by less than 2% by mass.
In addition to Demonstrations A and B, apply your algorithms to the QD materials using the specifications for Demonstrations C to F below. Assume that you are mixing 100 g of total QD material.
Demonstration A: Mix materials 1 to 5 to achieve an (E g,quantum dot ) eff of 1.33 eV Demonstration B: Mix materials 1 to 5 to achieve an (E g,quantum dot ) eff of 1.65 eV Demonstration C: Mix materials 6 to 10 to achieve an (E g,quantum dot ) eff of 1.33 eV Demonstration D: Mix materials 6 to 10 to achieve an (E g, quantum dot ) eff of 1.65 eV Demonstration E: Mix materials 2, 3, 4, 7, and 9 to achieve an (E g.quantum dot ) eff of 1.33 eV Demonstration F: Mix materials 2, 3, 4, 7, and 9 to achieve an (E g,quantum dot ) eff of 1.65 eV
In a 2-page technical brief, write a detailed description of your team's algorithms and the final results of the demonstrations (Note: results may be presented starting on page 3). For the demonstrations, report the makeup, cost, and toxicity of the optimized mixtures for each combination of demonstration (A-F) and scenario (1) (2) (3) . If an iterative method is employed, report the number of iterations required to optimize the nanoparticle mixture in each case. Please be sure to include your team's rationale for each key step in your team's optimization algorithms.
Thank you for your team's continued efforts in this endeavor.
